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On the Number of Latin Rectangles and Chromatic Polynomial
of L(Kr,s)
K. B. ATHREYA, C. R. PRANESACHAR* AND N. M. SINGHI
Using Mobius inversion formula it is shown that the total number of Latin rectangles of a given
order can be expressed in terms of Mobius function for the lattice of partitions of a set and the
number of colourings of certain graphs. We prove the result in a very general form. In fact, we
generalize the notions of Latin rectangles and colourings of graphs and prove a theorem in this
general setting. An equivalent form of the theorem which is handy for calculation is given. Various
special cases are considered. In particular, we obtain the chromatic polynomials of the line graphs
of K 3 ,k and K 4 •k or equivalently the total number of 3 x k and 4 x k Latin rectangles with entries
from an n-set.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a finite set of n elements. A Latin rectangle [13, p. 35] based on the n-set X is
an r by s matrix
A = (aiJ, 1~ i ~ r, 1~ j ~ s, (r, s ~ n)
such that au E X for all i, j and elements appearing in any row or column of A are distinct.
Let L(r, s, n) denote the total number of Latin rectangles of order r x s based on an
n-set. When s = n we will denote the numbers L(r, s, n) just by L(r, n). Not much is known
about L(r, n) or Lir, s, n) for large r, s. In fact only L(2, n) and L(3, n) are known [11, 13]
(see also Section 4). For an interesting formula giving L(3, n) in terms of rencontres
numbers D; and menages numbers U; see Riordan [8, 9]. Yamamoto was perhaps the first
to give a simple explicit formula for L(3, n). Asymptotic formulas for L(r, n )'s have been
given by Erdos and Kaplansky [3], Yamamoto [16] and Stein [15]. For a discussion of
Lin, n), the number of Latin squares, see [1].
In this paper, we discuss the problem of finding a formula for L(r, s, n). We state the
problem in much more generality and derive a formula for this general problem. When
specialized, this formula expresses Lir, s, n) as a linear combination of chromatic poly-
nomials of certain graphs obtained from partitions.
Definitions and statements of various results are given in Section 2. A proof of the main
theorem is given in Section 3. Our essential tool is Mobius inversion. Section 4 is devoted
to applications. We derive some known results and obtain formulas for L(3, k, n) and
L(4, k, n), incidentally which also give chromatic polynomials of L(K3 ,k ) and L(K4 .rJ .
2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM
We will denote by Jk the set {i: 1~ i ~ k} of natural numbers. For any finite set A, IAI
will denote the cardinality of the set A. Intersections of finite sets will be denoted by juxta-
position. For example, AB will denote A (\ B.
For the definition of Mobius function and related results, we refer to Rota [12]. The set
of all partitions of a finite set X will be denoted by P(X). Each member of a partition will
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be called a block . Thus a partition P is a set of blocks and IPIdenotes the number of blocks
in P. The partition whose blocks are singleton sets will be denoted by O. Given P, 0 E P(X),
we say that P is a refinement of 0 and write Pix:0 if each block of P is contained in some
block of O. P(X ) is a partially ordered set ordered by refinement. In fact, it is a lattice. The
Mobius function /.L for (P (X ), oc) was calculated by Schiitzenberger [14] and indepen-
dently by Frucht and Rota [4]. It is given by
/.L(P, 0) =0 if PiX: 0
and /.L(P, 0) = (_1)", +n2+··o+n.-k (nl -1)!(n2-1)! ... (nk -1)! ,if Pee 0, 101 = k and the k
blocks of 0 contain nl, n2, . .. , nk blocks of P.
For the definitions of graphs, chromatic polynomials etc. we refer to Biggs [2]. We will
only consider finite, non-directed graphs without multiple edges or loops. We first
generalize the notion of vertex-colouring of a graph. Let G = (X, E ) be a graph, with X as
the vertex-set and E as the edge -set. Let (Ax : x E X) be a family of finite sets indexed by X.
By a colouring of G by the family (Ax: x E X), we mean a map f: X -+ UxExAx, such that
f(x) E A x and if two vertices x and yare joined in G, then f(x) ,;. f(y).
Let C(G; (Ax: x EX)) denote the total number of colourings of the graph G by
(Ax: x E X). When Ax =A for each x E X, we write this number as C(G; A). Note that if
IAI = A, then we have C(G; A ) = C(G ; A), where C (G; A) is the chromatic polynomial
of G.
We now define a generalized Latin rectangle. Let (A ij : (i, j) E J, x Js ) be a family of finite
sets . A generalized Latin rectangle of order r x s based on the family (A i j : (i, j) E J, x Js ) is
an r x s matrix M = ( aij ) , such that a ij E A ij and any row or column contains distinct
elements. The total number of generalized Latin rectangles thus obtained will be denoted
by L(r, s, A i j ) or
(
A ll A12 ... AIS)
L A 21 A 22 .,. A 2s
.. . . ..
Ad A'2 . .. A rs
If A ij =A j for 1~ i ~ r, 1~j ~s, then we will write L ([Al, A 2, . . . ,An for L(r, s, A ij )
and if A ij =A for all i, j, then we will write L(r, s, A). If IA I= n, then L (r, s, A) =L(r, s, n).
Note that L ([Al, A 2, . . . ,Asn is also equal to
(
A I Al .. .
A 2 A 2 •••L
As As
By L(K,.s), we will denote the line graph of the complete bipartite graph K"s' The
vertex-set for L (K"s) is the setJ, x J; Two distinct vertices (i, j) and (i', j') are connected in
L(K" s) if either i = i' or j =i'. The following obvious result relates chromatic polynomial of
L (K,.s) and Lir, s, n).
THEOREM 2.1.
(i) C(L(K"s); n) =L(r, s, n).
(ii) C(L(K"s); (A ij : (i, j) E J, x Js)) ~ L(r, s, A ij ) .
Define R, ~Hi, j) E J, xJs : 1~j ~s}, 1~ i ~ rand C;~Hi, j) EJ, xJs : 1~ i ~ r}, 1~j ~ s.
The sets R ~ {Rl, .. . , R,} and C ~ {Cl, ... , Cs } will respectively be called the row-
partition and column-partition of J, x J;
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Define II={PEP(JrxJs):PocR}, the set of partitions of JrxJs that refine the row
partition R. Note that II can also be considered as OiEJ, peRi), and the Mobius function for
the partially ordered set II (ordered by refinement) is same as the product of Mobius
functions of the peR), 1,,;; i,,;; r. It is also the restriction to II x II of the Mobius function of
P(JrxJs)' (See Rota [12], Propositions 4,5 of Section 3.)
Given any element P E II, we can define a graph G» as follows. Vertices of Gp are the
blocks of P. Two distinct vertices A 1 and A z are joined if and only if A 1 and A z contain
elements from the same column, i.e., for some k, A 1 !l Ck ¥- 4J and Az!l Ck ¥- 4J.
Given a family of finite sets d = (A ii : (i, j) E I, x Js ) and P E II, we will denote by d p the
family (AB: B E P), where A B = n(j,j)EB Aij, for each block B of P. Let OP d denote the
cartesian product OBEPA B. We can now state our main theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. Let d = (A ii : (i, j) E I, x Js) be a family of finite sets. Then
L(r, s, d) = L IL(O, Q)C(Go ;do).
OED
(2.1)
COROLLARY 2.3. C(L(K.,s); n) =L(r, s, n) = LOED IL(O, Q)C(Go; n). This corollary
follows immediately from the theorem.
We will also state the theorem in a different form, which is suitable for actual
computations. Before that we state a simple result on SDR's. It is an immediate
consequence of Mobius inversion (see [5], for a proof). It may be remarked here that
Marshall Hall [6] gave a lower bound for the number of Latin rectangles using the method
of SDR's.
Given a finite family of finite sets, say (Ax: x EX), we will denote by O(OXEXAX) the
set of elements of the cartesian product OXEXAX with distinct coordinates. In other
words, O(OXEXAX) is the set of all SDR's for the family (Ax: x E X) (see Ryser [13],
Chapter 5).
THEOREM 2.4. Let g; = (Ax: x E X) be a finite family of finite sets. Then
jO(0 Ax)/ = L IL(O,P) 0 In Axj
XEX PEP(X) CEP XEC
= L IL(O,P)/Og;/.
PEP(X) P
We will need the expression on the right side of (2.2).
What we actually need is the formal sum O(fJi) defined by
O(fJi)= L IL(O,P)Og;.
PEP(X) P
(2.2)
(2.3)
It can be thought of as an element of the vector space V(fJi) of formal sums
LPEP(X) ap OP g;, (ap real) with the expressions OP g;, P E P(X) as a basis.
For any family d = (A ii : (i, j) E I, x Js) of finite sets, define d i to be the family
(A ii : (i, j) E R i), 1,,;;i e:r. Let Pi be a partition of R i(l,,;; i e: r), so that P = UiEJ,Pi is an
element of the set II. Now we define the "star" product
to be the integer C(G», d p ) . If we extend the definition of * by linearity, we get a function
*: V(d 1 ) x V(dz)x· .. x V(dr ) ~ IR,
where IR is the set of real numbers.
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Image of any element (D b D 2 , • • • ,D,) will be denoted by D 1 * D 2 * ... * D,. We now
state a second version of Theorem 2.2.
THEOREM 2.5. Let d = (A ii : (i ,j)EI, xls) be a family of finite sets. Let d j =
(A ii : (i, j) E R j ) , 1 <S; i <S; r. Then
L (r, s, d) =D(dd * D(d2 ) * ... * D (d,).
Theorem 2.5 follows from the observation that the expansion (using linearity of *) on the
right side of the above equation is precisely the right side of Equation (2.1) of Theorem 2.2 ,
and that the partially ordered set Il is essentially same as the partially order set
P(RI) x- . . x peR,).
This version has the advantage that when A ij = Ai> 1 <S; i <S; r, we can use multinomial
theorem for a quicker expansion.
Finally we remark that the role of rows and columns can be interchanged in the above
discussion.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2
The proof is actually not difficult. As is clear from the statement, it is essentially an
example of Mobius inversion.
Suppose we are given a family d = (A ii : (i, j) E I, x I s)of finite sets. Let A be the set of all
r x s matrices M ~ (a li) such that alj E Ali and elements in each column are distinct, i.e.
ali cP an if i cP ii, for all j. Note that there is no restriction on rows.
Let M EA, M = (ai i )' Define an equivalence relation - on I , x Is as follows: (i, j) - (i', j')
if and only if i = i' and aij = ai 'i" The equivalence classes define a partition of I, x I ., which
clearly is an element of Il. We denote this partition by PM.
Now for any 0 E Il we define two sets ,
So ={MEA: 0 = PM},
To ={M EA : OocPM } .
If 0 =aE H, then ISol is precisely L (r, s, d ). We have To =Uooco'So' and for Of cP 0",
S'o n So = 4>.
Hence ITol= Looco,ISo'!.
Using Mobius inversion we get,
where /.L is the Mobius function for the partially ordered set Il.
In particular,
L (r, s, d) = ISol= L /.L (O,O)ITo l·
OEn
It is easy to see that ITol is C (Go ; do) since each matrix in To clearly gives rise to a
colouring of the graph Go with respect to the family do, where d = (A li: (i, j) EI, x Is ) and
conversely each such colouring defines a matrix M E To, and this correspondence is
one-to-one.
Hence L(r, S,d) = LO En /.L (O, O )C(Go ; do). This completes the proof.
4. ApPLIcAnONS
Before proceeding with the applications of Theorem 2.2, let us try to analyse what
exactly the theorem does. To this end , we state a very general problem.
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ONE-ONE PROBLEM. Let d = {A I. ... , As} be a family of s finite sets (not necessarily
disjoint) and X = U I""i""s A; The problem is to find the total number M(d, n) of maps
f: X ~ In such that flA i (restriction off to Ai) is one-one for each i, 1,;;; i ,;;; s.
One-one problem may be thought of as a problem of finding the total number of strong
colourings of a hypergraph.
One can easily see that the problem of finding the total number of colourings of a graph
or the numbers L(r, s, n) etc. are particular cases of this problem. It is also clear that the
number M(d, n) for the family depends only on the cardinalities of Boolean atoms, i.e.,
the sets
AT =(nAi)\(U Ai)' where TcIs
iET i~l~
and, of course, on n.
What one can hope is to give a simple expression for the numbers M(d, n) in terms of
the cardinalities of the sets AT, T cIs.
We will give shortly such expressions for families d which have at most four members.
These expressions will be used later.
We note that for X=I,xIs and d={RI,R2, ... ,R"CI.C2,".'Cs} the number
M(d, n) is precisely L(r, s, n), while for each partition PEn, d' ={A j : 1,;;;j,;;; s}, where
A j ={B EP: B (\ C, ¥- l/J}, the number M(d, n) is precisely C(Gp , n). Thus Theorem 2.2
reduces a one-one problem on a family of (r + s) sets to one-one problems on families of
min. {r, s} sets.
We consider now the one-one problem for small families. Suppose d = {AI. ... , Ad is
a family of k finite sets. For any set S c Ji, define
If S = {ib ... , is}, then we will also write ai',;2"';' for as. Thus
am = a231 = ... = I(AIA2A3)\C~ Ai)Ietc.
The following expressions for M(d, n) can be obtained easily.
(a) If k = 2, d = {A I. A 2} , then
M(d, n) = [ n ][n -a12][n -a12],
al2 al a2
(4.1)
where GJ=x!/(x-y)! if x;:,:y and 0 otherwise. We will denote this number by
<P2(a b a2, a12, n).
(b) If k =3, d={A I.A 2,A3}, then
(4.2)
This number will be denoted by <P3(a b a2, a3, a12, al3, a23, a123, n) or by
<P3({a 3}sc J3 , n).
s,e'"
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(c) If k =4, d = {A I, A 2, A 3 , A 4 } , then
4 (n - IA i l+ai)!
M (d , n )=n! V n ( -IA .I)' 'I~I n I ' (4.3)
where
V = I T818283 no=n-I ,
81 .82 .83 "0 (no+ (h+ (h+ ( 3 )!' 0:,
the summation extending over all S c 14, lSI > 1,
We will denote this number by cP4 (a I, a2, . . . , a 1234 , n ) or by cP4 ({a s }Sc J4 , n ).
s #'<1>
(The number T 81 8283 appears since 01 members of A lA2\(A 3 u A 4 ) can be paired with
01 members of A 3A4\(A l uA2) and these pairs can have the same image etc.]
We now obtain formulas for Latin rectangles with at most four rows (or columns).
THEOREM4.1 (TWO-LINE LATIN RECTANGLES)
(i) If IAd = m, IA 21= n, IAlA 21=p, then
L(A I Al AI) =L([A I,A2J') = I (_ l)k( r)[PJ[m -k][n -kJ .A 2 A 2 A 2 2 x , hO k k r-k r-k
(ii)
(iii)
C (L (K2 ., ) ; n) =L(2, r, n) = [;] k~O (_ l )k( ; ) [;-=-:J.
n (_ l)k
L (2, n) = (n !)2 I -k- 'k ~O !
PROOF. Using Theorem 2.5, we have
L ([AI, A 2J') = (AI XA 2- A lA 2)(' ),
where l')means f * f * . .. * f (r times ). Binomial expansion of the right side gives,
Now it can be easily seen that (A 1 X A 2) (, - k ) * (A lA 2) (k ) is same as the number of
functions
f :A u B ~AI u A 2
where A and B are two sets such that IAI = IB I= rand IAB I= k and f satisfies f(A) c
AI, f eB) c A 2 •
Then by using a method similar to the one used to obtain Equation (4.1), it follows that
(A I x A 2t -k ) * (A lA 2/ k ) = [~] [;..kk][;-=-:J.
Thus
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This proves (i). Statement (ii) follows from (i) by taking A ) =A 2 = I n • Also (iii) follows
from (ii) by putting r = n.
This completes the proof.
THEOREM 4.2 (T H REE- LINE L ATIN R ECTANGLES)
(i) L (3 , k, n ) = C (L (K3,k); n )
= n~k! , 3 L (_ 1)(32y((n - ~ + ,a)!)2 ( 3 n - 3k+ 3a+ ~ + 2).
((n k ).) or+(3 + y =k a.y . ~
(ii)
PROOF.
(
A A
L B B
C C
L (3,n )= (n !)2 L (_ 1)(32ya ; ( 3a + ~+2).
or+(3+y~ n y . ~
Let A, B, C be any three finite sets. Using Theorem 2.5, we have
~) = L ([A , B, ct)
C 3 xk
= (A x B x C-A xBC-B x CA - Cx A B + 2A B C)( k)
where
C or(3, (32(33Y = (A x B x C ) (or) * (A X BC )((3, l * (B X CA )«(32)* ( C X AB )«(33l * (A B C) (Yl.
Taking A = B = C = I n and using Equation (4.2) abo ve it can be shown that
C or(3, (32(33Y = cP3(a +~ lo a +~2, a +~3 , ~ lo ~2 , ~ 3 , y, n ).
Hence
x{ L (n-k + a+~))(n-k +a +~2)( n-k+a+~3)}
(3,+(32+(33~(3 ~) ~2 ~3
= n!k! 3 L (_ 1)(3 2y((n - ~+,a) !)2 ( 3 n -3k+3a + ~ + 2).
((n - k) !) or+(3 +y=k a.y. ~
This proves (i). By taking k = n in (i) we get (ii). This completes the proof.
We remark that Theorem 4.1 is a well-known result. It appears that statement (ii) of
Theorem 4.2 was first obtained by Yamamoto (we do not have access to his paper).
Riordan [10J used it to get a recurrence formula for L (3, n ). Incidentally, Kerawala [7] was
the first to give a "pure" recurrence relation for L (3, n ).
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Suppose A, B, C are three sets such that A u B u C =A ,6 B ,6 C, where ,6 denotes
symmetric difference. Further, let IAI = I, IBI = m, ICI = nand IABC! = s. Then by methods
similar to those used to prove Theorem 4.2, it can be shown that L([A, B, ct) is equal to
k ' s ' {3 (l-k+a)'(m-k+a)'(n-k+a)'
. . I (-1) 21' . . .
(1- k)!(m - k)!(n - k)! a+(3+y=k (s - k +a)!a! y!
xC +m +n -3; +3a +(3 +2).
We also note that we can obtain a formula for L([A, B, ct) by these methods for any
sets A, B, C. However, the formula involves too many terms.
THEOREM4.3 (FOUR-LINE LATIN RECTANGLES)
L(4, k, n) = C(L(K4,k) ; n)
n!k! (- n~(3i+E21:8i6e
-----'4 I xTx~((n -k)!) a! IT ({3i!) IT (yd) IT (8d)e!
where the sum is over all
634
a + I {3i + I Yi + I 8i + e = k.
i=1 i=1 i=1
6
Further IT e.» = ITi=1 {3i! etc.,
and
s = (n - k + a + {34 + {3s + (36 + 81) !(n - k + a + {32 + {33 + (36 + 82)!
x(n - k +a + {31 + {33 + {3s + 83)!(n - k +a + {31 + {32 +(34 + 84) !.
PROOF. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.2. If A, B, C, D are any four finite
sets, then by Theorem 2.4, we have
(
A A
B B
L C C
D D
~) =L([A,B, C,Dt)= (A xB xCXD-~AXB x CD
D 4xk
(k)
+I AB x CD +2 I ABC xD -6(ABC)) ,
3 4
in which the number under each I denotes the number of terms associated with it. If
A =B = C =D =L; then we get L(4, k, n). We omit the details.
We only note that we have to use (C) to get the expression stated in the theorem. A
satisfactory simplification of this expression seems to be difficult. Finally, L(4, n) is
obtained by putting k = n in this expression.
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